1. One astronaut went out to play
   On the moon so far away.
   He had such galactic fun
   That he called for another astronaut to come.

2. Two astronauts went out to play
   On the moon so far away.
   They had such galactic fun
   That they called for another astronaut to come.

3. Three astronauts went out to play
   On the moon so far away.
   They had such galactic fun
   That they called for another astronaut to come.

4. Four astronauts went out to play
   On the moon so far away.
   They had such galactic fun
   That they called for another astronaut to come.

5. Five astronauts went out to play
   On the moon so far away.
   They had such galactic fun
   That they called for all their friends to come.
Five Little Astronauts Rhyme

Print onto cardstock. Cut out the moon and the astronauts to use with the rhyme.

* Glue onto craft sticks to make puppets
* Print on magnet paper and make them a manget board activity
* Place a strip of sandpaper on the back of the cut-out and use on a flannel board.
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Astronaut begins with A.
Asteroid does too.
Up and away the rocket goes
Exploring space
is what astronauts do.

astronaut
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